Helping Your Child Learn Responsible Behavior (with Activities for Children).

This generously illustrated booklet offers practical suggestions for helping young children appreciate the importance of acting responsibly in their everyday lives, and provides ideas and activities for parents to help encourage responsible behavior in their children. After defining responsible behavior and suggesting how parents can encourage it, the booklet describes activities or situations that parents can do or use to encourage their children to:

1. learn about other people;
2. acquire good manners;
3. be generous;
4. be honest;
5. display courage;
6. deal with bullies;
7. help with household chores;
8. learn the rewards of a job well done;
9. learn about heroic people;
10. face up to mistakes;
11. choose friends wisely;
12. learn responsible behavior from stories that are read to them, or that they read on their own.

The booklet also stresses the importance of parent-teacher and parent-parent cooperation, and provides a bibliography of 290 books, magazines, and other reading material appropriate for young children of various age groups. Designs and drawings appear on every page of the text. (MDM)
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Introduction

Our children deserve to learn important lessons from us and to acquire important habits with our help. They need help in learning what matters to us. We want our children to grow up to be responsible adults. We want them to learn to feel, think, and act with respect for themselves and for other people. We want them to pursue their own well-being; while also being considerate of the needs and feelings of others.

Today, there is wide recognition that many of our children are not learning to act responsibly while they are young. Studies show that many children see nothing wrong with cheating on tests. Some see nothing wrong with taking things that don’t belong to them.

If proper attitudes and behavior are not learned early, problems can mushroom with even worse consequences when children are older. As crime has increased, teen-age offenders have shown less and less feeling for their victims. But even for the youngsters who will never commit a crime, it is better to learn responsibility when they are young, rather than when they are older and they have to change bad habits.

This booklet focuses on practical suggestions for helping young children appreciate the importance of acting responsibly in their everyday lives. Further, it provides ideas on how to help them make responsible choices, and stick with them, even when doing so is hard and the material rewards are few.

Many parents will also want to share with their children deeply held religious and moral convictions as a foundation for ethical behavior. This booklet discusses habits of fairness, respect, courage, honesty,
and compassion that responsible people share, and it can be used by parents with different beliefs.

As parents, we can give our children the best in us by helping them acquire habits and character traits that they can rely on in their own lives. If we help them learn to take pleasure in thinking and behaving well, they will have the best chance to lead good lives as individuals and as citizens in the community. This will be true no matter what unpleasant situations or bad influences they come across.
What Do We Mean by Responsibility?

None of us is born acting responsibly. A responsible character is formed over time. It is made up of our outlook and daily habits associated with feelings, thoughts, and actions. Responsible people act the way they should whether or not anyone is watching. They do so because they understand that it's right and because they have the courage and self-control to act decently, even when tempted to do otherwise.

We want our children to appreciate the importance of being responsible. We also want them to develop the habits and strength to act this way in their everyday lives. Learning to be responsible includes learning to

- respect and show compassion for others;
- practice honesty as a matter of course;
- show courage in standing up for our principles;
- develop self-control in acting on our principles;
- maintain self-respect.

Respect and Compassion for Others

As part of being responsible, children need to respect and show concern for the well-being of other people. Respect ranges from using basic manners to having compassion for the suffering of others. Compassion is developed by trying to see things from the point of view of others, and learning that their feelings resemble our own.
Daddy, why was Grandma crying?

She is very sad. One of her closest friends just died. Come and sit with me. Do you remember how you felt when your gerbil, Whiskers, died?

I felt sad and lonely.

I'm sure Grandma feels that way, too. Maybe you can think of a way to help her.

I could give her a hug...

That's a great idea! I'm really glad you thought of it.

Respect for others also includes the habit of treating people fairly as individuals, regardless of race, sex, or ethnic group. As we mature, respect includes realizing that not all our obligations to others, such as caring for a family member who is sick, are chosen freely. And it includes tolerance for people who do not share our beliefs or likes or dislikes, as long as they do not harm others.

These habits are especially important because many of the wrongs people commit result from indifference to the suffering they cause.

**Honesty**

Honesty means telling the truth. It means not misleading others for our own benefit. It also means trying to make decisions, especially important ones, on the basis of evidence rather than prejudice. Honesty includes dealing with other people and being honest with ourselves.

To understand the importance of being truthful to others, our children need to learn that living together depends on trust. Without honesty, trusting each other becomes impossible.
Honesty with ourselves involves facing up to our own mistakes and biases, even when we have to admit them to others. It includes self-criticism. The point is to learn from our errors and to do our best to correct them, not to dwell on them.

**Courage**

Courage is taking a position and doing what is right, even at the risk of some loss. It means being neither reckless nor cowardly, but facing up to our duties. It includes physical courage, intellectual courage to make decisions on the basis of evidence, and moral courage to stand up for our principles.

Courage does not mean never being afraid. It can involve trying to overcome our fears, such as a fear of the dark. But our children also need to learn that sometimes it is all right to be afraid.

*Daddy, a man showed us money by the school playground today.*

*What did you do?*

*We ran for the teacher.*

*Why did you do that?*

*We were scared. You and Mommy and our teacher Mrs. Jones said never take anything from grown-ups we don’t know. Run away. Go and tell somebody we know.*

*Good for you. It was right to be scared. Lots of people are nice, but some are very mean. They can hurt you. The mean ones sometimes try to fool people by pretending to be nice. Now, tell me, what did the man look like?*
Courage becomes especially important by the time children become teenagers. They often have to stand up against peer pressure to do the wrong thing, such as using drugs.

**Self-Control**

Self-control is the ability to resist inappropriate behavior in order to act responsibly. It relates to all of the different aspects of responsibility mentioned so far, including respect and compassion for others, honesty, and courage. It involves persistence and sticking to long-term commitments. It also includes dealing effectively with emotions, such as anger, and developing patience.

**Self-Respect**

People with self-respect take satisfaction in appropriate behavior and hard-won accomplishments. They don’t need to put others down or have a lot of money in order to respect themselves. People who respect themselves also view selfishness, loss of self-control, recklessness, cowardice, and dishonesty as wrong and unworthy of them. As they mature, if they have learned the lessons of responsibility, they will develop a good conscience to guide them.

In addition, people who respect themselves respect their own health and safety. Similarly, they are unwilling to be manipulated by others. Patience or tolerance does not mean allowing others to mistreat us.

While we help children have high standards for themselves, we also need to let them know that failure is no embarrassment when we have done our best. For example, losing a game when we have played our best, and our opponents have simply played better, is no disgrace.
How Can Parents Encourage Responsible Behavior?

Everyday Experiences

Especially when they are young, children learn best about responsibility in concrete situations. What they do and what they witness have lasting effects. Most of the activities described in this book are for you and your child.

We are always teaching our children something by our words and our actions. They learn from seeing. They learn from hearing. They learn from overhearing. They learn from us, from each other, from other adults, and by themselves.

All of us acquire habits by doing things over and over again, whether in learning to play a musical instrument, to pick up after ourselves, to play games and sports, or to share with others. The best way to encourage our children to become responsible is to act as responsibly as we can in their presence. We must genuinely try to be the sort of people we hope they will try to become.

We can show them by our words and by our actions that we respect others. We can show them our compassion and concern when others are suffering. They need to see our own self-control, courage, and honesty. They need to learn that we treat ourselves, as well as others, with respect, and that we always try to do our best. As they grow older, they should have the chance to learn why we live as we do.
Daddy, why are you leaving that note on the garbage can?

There is broken glass inside, Matthew, and I don't want the garbage collectors to get hurt because of me. I am warning them about the glass.

Are they your friends?

No. I don't know them.

But you don't want them to get hurt...

As our children watch us daily, as we talk to them, encouraging their questions and trying to answer them thoughtfully, they begin to understand us—and we begin to understand them. Understanding each other well is the best way to teach our children respect for our ideals of good character.

Using Literature and Stories

Children learn about responsibility through many activities, including reading stories. They learn by identifying with individual characters or because the message from a favorite story strikes a particular chord. Children can be touched deeply by good literature, and they may ask to have things read to them again and again.

Children can learn all sorts of lessons from stories. They might learn about courage by reading about David standing up to Goliath. Or they might learn the value of persistence and effort from The Little Engine That Could.

When they are older, reading can help prepare children for the realities and responsibilities of adulthood. It is usually better for children to read a good book about such things as war, oppression, suicide, or deadly disease before seeing these things up close.
When our children grow up they often remember stories that were told to them by family members when they were young. When we tell stories to our children, we should remember old favorites of ours, like *The Three Little Pigs*, not leaving out a single time the wolf says, "TLL HUFF, and I'LL PUFF, and I'LL BLOW YOUR HOUSE IN!"

**Developing Judgment and Thoughtfulness**

Judgment on ethical issues is a practical matter. Children develop their capacity for judging what is a responsible act, just as they come to appreciate the meaning of responsibility, through practice. Especially when they are young, children need to see moral questions in terms that are meaningful to them.

We can also help our children develop good judgment by talking through complicated situations with them. One way is to help them understand the long-term consequences of different choices. If they tell us about a story they have read, we might ask them to imagine what the result might have been if a favorite character had acted differently.

Sometimes, it can be difficult to know the difference between acting bravely and acting recklessly or how to balance duties when they conflict. As parents, we can help by making it clear, through what we do as well as what we say, that it is important in such situations to think carefully and honestly about what should be done, as well as to keep in mind how others will be affected by what we do.

Your child’s ability to reason about different issues, including ethical ones, will improve as your child matures. Just as reasoning can lead to a more thoughtful understanding of responsibility, or what actions to take in complicated situations, it may also become easier to rationalize selfish or reckless
behavior. But if you have helped your young child develop strong habits of considering the welfare of others, honesty, courage, and admiration for worthy accomplishments, your child will have a solid foundation on which to build.
Activities

As parents, sometimes we think that we must set aside particular times or create special situations in order to teach our children. But that is far from the truth when it comes to learning about responsibility. While it is important to have some times together when you won’t be disturbed, the most ordinary situations in everyday life are filled with opportunities for sound teaching, if parents pay attention to them.

This booklet contains activities to encourage habits of responsibility in your child. Most of them are not, however, the kind of activities that you can do together for half an hour once a week. Instead, they are more like rules of thumb, ideas to build on. They illustrate the concepts introduced in the previous sections. They should stimulate your own thinking and your own ideas.

Just remember one thing: teaching our children about responsibility doesn’t mean that we can’t laugh or that we have to be grim. Our children should see that we can be serious about our principles, while still being able to play and have fun.

Dad, can I show you what we did in ballet class today?

Sure.

It was hard. We had to get way up on our toes and then twirl around like this.

Great. Let me try it...oops! Now, what’s so funny about that? Well, OK. I guess we aren’t all as graceful as you are.
Getting To Know Others

Children need to be shown and taught respect for others. Other people have feelings and hopes, just as we do. We have much to learn from each other—from people who live far away and from those who lived long ago.

What to do

1. Set a good example by acting respectfully toward others. Always make clear that prejudice is wrong and that all of us are equals, no matter our color, gender, or background.

2. Show an interest in learning about and from others—from neighbors and relatives, and from books about our own and other civilizations. Tell your child interesting things you have learned.
3. Encourage your child to learn about many different lands and people, to learn more than one language, and to read stories about children from all over the world. Show your child how you try to see things from the point of view of others.

4. Listen attentively when your child wants to tell you about interesting things discovered about history, geography, religions, art, and ways of life.

We can help our children understand that there are often things to learn from those who lived in the past and from those whose lives are different from our own. We can teach our children to behave respectfully toward people and not pre-judge them. Sometimes, however, we must make it clear that some people behave in ways that are harmful, and such behavior should not be tolerated.
Magic Words, Caring Deeds

The magic words are "please" and "thank you." There are other manners we are constantly teaching our children as well.

What you’ll need

Chairs
Table
Paper
Pen
Crayons, markers
Plates, cups, forks, spoons

What to do

1. Show your children the manners you expect at home first. The next time you eat dinner together, have the children pretend they are eating in a restaurant. How should they talk to each other? What should they say when the waiter brings their food? Or have the children pretend they are riding in a bus. What should they do if the bus stops suddenly and they bump into someone? How should they carry a large package on the bus?
2. The next time your children mention something nice that another person did for them, suggest they write a thank you note. It doesn't have to have a lot of words. It can have pictures as well.

3. You, too, can write short notes to your child to indicate your appreciation for something done right.

Children need to learn that little signs of appreciation can be very important to other people. And manners are a part of respecting and caring for the feelings of others. If we turn the chore of learning manners into a game, children will get the practice they need without embarrassing us or themselves.

As you teach the importance of manners, you may need to be honest about what your child can expect from others:

*Mom, why do you make such a fuss when I chew with my mouth open?*

*Because it's ugly for other people to see. Good manners show respect for other people.*

*What's respect?*

*It means caring how other people feel.*

*If I care about them, will they care about me?*

*Not always, Paul. Some people don't care and never will, no matter how kind we are to them. But in our family, we do care.*
Gifts From the Heart

Have your child give a gift of himself at the next holiday or any time he wants to do something nice for someone else.

What you’ll need

- Crayons, pencils, paints, or other art supplies
- Paper
- Packaging from around the house
- Your child’s special gift

What to do

1. Talk to your child about gift giving. What does it mean to give something to someone else?

2. Instead of buying a gift, have your child make a gift. Does your child have a special talent? Maybe your child would like to sing or write a song for a relative? Is there a chore your child could do? Maybe wash the dishes for a week. Is there a special toy that could be loaned to a sister or brother for a week?

3. Use materials from around the house so that little, if any, money is spent.

4. If the gift is an activity or chore, have your child make a card with a note on it, telling what the gift will be.
5. Have your child use imagination in making an inviting package. Perhaps your child could paint a small rock and wrap it in a big box. Or make an envelope out of the comics from the Sunday newspaper.

Most young children don’t have money to buy a gift for a friend or relative. You can teach your child that a gift that shows effort and attention can mean more than a gift from the store.
Honesty, the Best Policy

Children need to learn that benefiting from manipulating or lying to others is dishonest and unworthy of them.

What to do

1. Tell the story about the boy who cried "Wolf!" so many times to get attention that when the wolf finally came, no one believed him.

2. Ask your child if anyone has ever lied to her. How did that make her feel?

3. Be careful to follow through on things you say to your child. Commitments that may seem minor to you can mean a lot to your child. Make promises and keep them.

Our children need to learn about the importance of trusting each other in our everyday lives. Without honesty, trust becomes impossible.
There’s a Monster in My Room!

Sometimes our children have needless fears that we can help them overcome.

What to do

1. Listen when your child mentions a fear, even if it sounds silly to you.

2. With your child, come up with a plan for facing up to the fear.

3. Go through the plan together. Let your child take the step that confronts the fear, although it may be helpful for you to be there.

Our children can acquire courage if we help them gain practice in standing up to their unnecessary fears. In addition, if we take seriously what are real concerns to them, they will trust us and feel safe telling us their thoughts and feelings.
Bully

Children should learn not to allow others to mistreat them. At the same time, we want them to learn how to reach understandings peacefully, whenever possible.

What to do

1. Listen to your child and find out if others are not treating your child as they should. This will encourage your child to trust you and come to you when there is a problem.

2. Help your child consider various ways of dealing with a particular problem.

3. If the problem is the way another child is behaving, suggest working out the problem by talking with the other child, or a responsible adult.

4. If the problem is another adult, however, or if your child is seriously threatened by other children, you will need to intervene directly.

A part of self-respect is not tolerating mistreatment by others. Finding appropriate ways to deal with unpleasant behavior by others is an important, if sometimes difficult, part of growing up.
Helping Out

Our children need to learn that as they get older and can contribute more, more will be expected of them.

What to do

1. As your child matures, consider additional ways your child can contribute to the household.

2. Discuss the new duties with your child. Avoid describing them in ways that seem like a punishment. Instead, you can imply that they require a new level of ability, which your child now possesses.

3. With younger children, it helps sometimes if you do the chores together and talk or make it fun. But don’t do your child’s work!

4. If possible, new tasks should stretch a child’s abilities and encourage satisfaction in good work. Praise something done well, especially a new challenge.

Doing chores is a useful way to learn persistence and to learn that when we live up to our responsibilities we enable others to trust and rely on us.
A Job Well Done

We need to show our children that we take satisfaction in acting properly and accomplishing difficult tasks.

What to do

1. Through your daily activities, show your children that you care about a job well done.

2. Perhaps our children's most important tasks are to work hard at school and do homework. When we check homework and point out mistakes, we help them see how an error has arisen. When we let them correct errors themselves, we inspire self-confidence. It is also important for us to show them that we appreciate their good efforts.

3. Teaching our children self-respect does not mean complimenting everything they do. Our children also need our honest criticism from time to time. When we do criticize, it should be of things they have done, not them personally.
4. Most of all, we should help our children form the self-confidence and self-respect that come from opportunities to do good work as students or as family members.

Helping our children form self-respect is based on how we treat them and our own example.

There are many opportunities to teach self-respect through our actions:

*Dad, nobody's going to see inside the model's wing. Why do you work so hard with all those little pieces? Because that's the right way to build the plane, Martha. It makes the wing strong when the plane flies, and that's more important than what people see. I want to make the best plane I can. Do you want to help?*
Our Heroes

Many children love to look at portraits or photographs, especially if you can tell them stories about the people in the pictures.

What you’ll need

Family photo album (or a box or bag of pictures you’ve been meaning to put in an album)

Portraits of impressive individuals from books or from history

What to do

1. Select a photo of a person in your family with an impressive quality or accomplishment. Tell your child about the person and about what the person did. Perhaps your grandparents had the courage to immigrate from another country or your parents sacrificed in order to support you in school. Talk about the results of these actions.

2. Collect photographs from newspapers or magazines about impressive people in your community. With your child, talk about their actions that merit admiration or praise.
3. In addition to relatives or others, you may want to display portraits of other people who deserve our admiration and respect. A picture of Anne Frank, a young girl who wrote a diary while she and her family lived in hiding from Nazi Germans and who died in a concentration camp, can inspire conversation about courage and compassion for others. A portrait of Martin Luther King, a great civil rights leader who believed in nonviolent change, can lead to discussions of great accomplishment despite prejudice. Choose people whom you admire and feel comfortable talking to your child about.

By the stories we tell about the people we admire, we can inspire children and remind them of those qualities we think are important.
Oops!

Sometimes, as parents, we don’t act the way we should in front of our children.

What to do

1. Try to be honest with yourself and your child if you find that you’ve done something that sets a bad example. Sometimes we need to think a little about an event to realize that we’ve done something inappropriate.

2. If your child has observed your behavior, it’s especially important that you be honest. A simple statement is appropriate in most cases; there is no need to turn your admission into a major event.

3. Follow up with an apology to anyone you have treated badly and, if possible, by making up for what you have done.

It’s important that our children, especially older ones, see that we face up to our own mistakes.
Will You Be My Friend?

Our children need to learn to choose their friends wisely.

What to do

1. Talk to your child about what is important in a friend. In addition to being fun, what other qualities are important? What about honesty, dependability, a real interest in your child's welfare?

2. Talk to your child about the type of friends to avoid. Ask if your child can remember a friend who couldn’t be counted on.

Our children should learn that it is important to choose friends and companions who care about others and act responsibly.
Share a Story

One important way parents can help their children learn respect for others, self-control, or other aspects of responsibility is through the use of fables or stories. You can read to your child, you can read with your child, and you can encourage your child to read on his own.

What you’ll need.

Good stories, either from books such as those listed in the back of this book or from your own experiences.

What to do.

1. Turn off the TV or other distractions.
2. Find stories that exemplify important aspects of character and that your child might enjoy.
3. Talk to your child about the behavior of different characters in the story. Ask your child how some of the behavior might apply to your own lives.
4. Share some stories or books that you have found meaningful with your child. (It is important for your child to see you reading and enjoying stories as well.)
5. Come up with your own stories. These can be family stories, such as baby stories (when your child was little...) that can become a part of your child’s personal history.

Stories can be good ways to learn important lessons. Your child can identify with characters in meaningful situations without your having to lecture.
Parents and the Schools

Parents need to work with teachers and other parents to ensure that children are brought up well. An African proverb says, "It takes an entire village to raise one child." It is important for parents and other adults to cooperate in order to have common goals for them. Close communication is essential.

Parents can visit with teachers to discuss ways they and the school can reinforce the same lessons about good character. Children are less likely to do much homework, for example, if parents let them watch television for hours.

Parents can learn from teachers what their children are studying and what interests them. A teacher or school librarian can provide good ideas for activities to do at home.

Parents can cooperate with each other, too. They can agree on standards of supervision at parties and on entertainment. Some parents may be free to escort children to museums, libraries, athletic events, and extracurricular school activities, when others are not. Taking turns can provide better opportunities for all the children.
Introduction

Reading to and reading with children can help them learn responsible behavior. Finding good books, however, requires time and thought. Librarians and teachers can offer valuable assistance.

This section is divided into three lists: Beginning (ages 1–6); Intermediate (ages 6–9); and Advanced (ages 9 and up). The age levels overlap and are only rough guides. Please note that some entries have annotations identifying specific habits of character such as courage, self-control, and responsibility.

Art and music also can enrich the lives of parents and children. Parents and children can enjoy the illustrations in many of the books listed here. They can find inspiration in the music on carefully chosen records, tapes, and CDs. Audio recordings of the spoken word also can fascinate children and include many dramatic readings, fairy tales, and even whimsy. Magazines, encyclopedias, and a few movies are recommended as well. Films can supplement lessons about responsibility found in the many books listed below.

Beginning
Ages 1–6


Dr. Seuss. *Horton Hatches the Egg.* New York: Random House, 1940. [Dependability]


______. *Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge.* Illustrated by Julie Vivas. New York: Kane-Miller, 1985. [Kindness; Helping Each Other; Friendship; Careful Thinking]


Griffith, Helen V. *Grandaddy's Place.* Illustrated by James Stevenson. New York: Greenwillow, 1987. [Family Commitment; Respect for Home and the Natural World]


McKissack, Patricia C. *Flossie & the Fox*. Illustrated by Rachel Isadora. New York: Dial Books for Young Readers, 1986. [Self-Reliance; Self-Knowledge; Careful Thinking; Humor]


Miles, Miska. *Annie & the Old One.* Illustrated by Peter Parnell. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1972. [Family Commitment; Respect for Home and the Natural World]


*Mother Goose.* Various editions, for example: *The Just Right Mother Goose.* Selected and illustrated by Arnold Lobel.

*Mother Goose.* Selected and illustrated by Tomie De Paola.

*The Real Mother Goose.* Selected and illustrated by Blanche F. Wright. Lakewood, Ohio: Smarty Pants.


Williams, Vera B. *Cherries & Cherry Pits*. New York: Greenwillow, 1986. [Careful Thinking; Imagination; Kindness; Helping Each Other]


**Intermediate**

**Ages 6–9**

**Aesop’s Fables**. Various editions. [Careful Thinking; Work Well Done]


______. *The Secret Garden*. Various editions. [Self-Knowledge; Generous Understanding; Respect for Home and the Natural World]


———. *The Double Life of Pocahontas.* Illustrated by Ed Young. Putnam, 1983. [Courage]


Lovelace, Maud H. Betsy-Tacy. Illustrated by Lois Lenski. New York: HarperCollins, 1966. A series: Betsy, Tacy & Tib; Betsy & Tacy Go Over the Big Hill; Betsy & Tacy Go Downtown; Heaven to Betsy; Betsy in Spite of Herself; Betsy Was a Junior; Betsy & Joe; Betsy's Wedding. [Family Commitment; Friendship; Self-Knowledge; Aspiration]


MacDonald, George. Princess & the Goblin and The Princess & Curdie. Various editions. [Courage]


McKissack, Patricia and Frederick. Frederick Douglass: The Black Lion. Chicago: Children's Press, 1987. [Justice; Courage]

Mary McLeod Bethune: A Great Teacher. [Helping Each Other; Aspiration]


Osborne, Mary P. *George Washington: Leader of a New Nation*. New York: Dial, 1991. [Careful Thinking; Aspiration]


Spyri, Johanna. *Heidi*. Various editions. [Love; Respect for Home and the Natural World; Generous Understanding; Kindness]


Stevenson, Robert Louis. *Black Arrow*. Various editions. [Friendship; Courage; Justice; Self-Knowledge]

Stolz, Mary. Barkham Street Trilogy: Dog on Barkham Street; Bully of Barkham Street; Explorer of Barkham Street. New York: HarperCollins, 1989. [Self-Knowledge; Courage]


Taylor, Mildred D. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. New York: Dial Books for Young Readers, 1976. [Family Commitment; Justice; Self-Respect]


Voight, Cynthia. Homecoming. New York: Macmillan Child Group, 1981. [Self-Control & Responsibility; Careful Thinking; Family Commitment]

Watkins, Yoko K. So Far from the Bamboo Grove. New York: Lothrop, 1986. [Courage; Concern for Others]


Wiggin, Kate D. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. New York: Scholastic, 1988. [Self-Knowledge; Generous Understanding; Aspiration; Work Well Done; Friendship; Family Commitment]


Advanced

Ages 9 and Up


———. Little Women. Various editions. MOVIE: "Little Women", 1933, 1949. [Family Commitment; Self-Control; Humor]


Burroughs, Edgar Rice. *Tarzan of the Apes* series. Various editions. [Careful Thinking; Self-Reliance; Self-Knowledge]

*The Constitution of the United States of America.* Especially the "Preamble." Various editions. [Justice; Aspiration]


Defoe, Daniel. *Robinson Crusoe*. Various editions, including abbreviated. [Self-Reliance; Careful Thinking; Imagination]

de Saint-Exupery, Antoine. *The Little Prince*. Various editions. [Friendship; Self-Knowledge; Self-Control & Responsibility]

Dickens, Charles. *A Christmas Carol*. Various editions. [Generous Understanding; Justice]

*David Copperfield*. Various editions. See also "David Copperfield and Little Emily", in *My Book House* collection. [Friendship]

*Oliver Twist*. Various editions. [Justice; Aspiration; Self-Knowledge]


Doyle, Arthur Conan. *Adventures of Sherlock Holmes*. Various editions. [Careful Thinking; Imagination; Honesty; Justice]


Frank, Anne. *Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl*. Various editions. [Self-Knowledge; Justice; Family Commitment; Aspiration; Friendship]

Franklin, Benjamin. *Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin*. Various editions. [Careful Thinking; Self-knowledge; Aspiration]


Henry, O. Stories. Various editions. See especially "Gift of the Magi."

Heyerdahl, Thor. Kon-Tiki. Various editions. [Courage; Careful Thinking; Imagination]


Keller, Helen. Story of My Life. Various editions. [Courage; Friendship; Careful Thinking; Perseverance]


Lincoln, Abraham. The Gettysburg Address. Various editions. [Courage; Aspiration]


Orczy, Emmuska. The Scarlet Pimpernel (first of trilogy). Various editions. [Justice; Courage; Careful Thinking; Imagination]


Speare, Elizabeth G. The Witch of Blackbird Pond. New York: Dell, 1972. [Generous Understanding; Friendship; Resisting Peer Pressure]

Magazines and Encyclopedias


Kid City. (Ages 6–10). For graduates of Sesame Street. Items about popular culture as well as serious issues such as racial inequities and handicaps.

KidSports. (Ages 8–14). Contains advice from professional athletes and stresses practice. Many articles focus on "When I Was Your Age" (a column title).


National Geographic World. (Ages 8–13). A variety of subjects including other children, games, projects, a large pull-out poster.

Seedling Series: Short Story International. (Ages 8–12). Contains short stories from around the world, often with a moral or message.

Sesame Street. (Ages 2–6). Educational magazine that draws from the television show. Emphasizes letters and numbers with games to cut out. Every issue includes a read-aloud piece about a serious topic such as starting school. Comes with a guide for parents.
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Listen to them and pay attention to their problems.
Read with them.
Tell family stories.
Limit their television watching.
Have books and other reading materials in the house.
Look up words in the dictionary with them.
Encourage them to use an encyclopedia.
Share favorite poems and songs with them.
Take them to the library—get them their own library cards.
Take them to museums and historical sites, when possible.
Discuss the daily news with them.
Go exploring with them and learn about plants, animals, and local geography.
Find a quiet place for them to study.
Review their homework.
Meet with their teachers.